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We think Schroders’ credentials as one of the 
largest global managers integrating ESG into 
investment processes are demonstrated by our 
engagement activities and thematic research; 
some of which is highlighted in this report. 
As portfolio companies increasingly take notice 
of what we say, there’s more to do as long-term 
stewards of our clients’ capital. We aim to engage 
constructively with companies on ESG issues, 
helping them manage their risks and, in turn, 
strive for better outcome for our clients.

We see engaging with companies and their 
management as a fundamental part of our 
duty as an active investor. As well as improving 
performance, we believe that it adds value by 
enhancing communication and understanding 
between companies and investors. 

This report brings you the details of our ESG 
engagement this quarter, as well as some of the 
broad issues and themes our team has been 
considering. It demonstrates Schroders’ responsible 
approach to managing clients’ assets, and how 
we are integrating our ESG thinking into our 
investment processes.
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In November, a tailings dam burst at mining company Samarco’s iron ore operation in Minas Gerais, 
Brazil. Waste materials spilled into the valley below, with severe physical impacts on a nearby village and 
the Doce river, causing at least 17 fatalities. 

All parties involved were shocked by this tragic event, including the management of BHP Billiton and 
Vale, the two mining companies that own Samarco via a 50:50 joint venture. The cause of the dam 
failure is still unknown. Federal and state legal proceedings have been launched against all three 
companies requesting a fund of BRL 20 billion (US$ 5.2 billion) over several years to cover the clean-up 
costs and damages. 

As shareholders in both BHP Billiton and Vale and holders of debt in Samarco, we have been 
monitoring developments and continue to communicate with all three companies. Their response has 
been proactive, with public commitments to support Samarco and prioritisation of humanitarian and 
environmental efforts, including relocating those displaced, distribution of potable water and other 
supplies, and work to repair and reinforce the structure of the dams. 

Our ESG discussions to date have centred on: 

 –  Environmental clean-up: The incident has wide-reaching environmental consequences, such as 
the loss of aquatic life in the river and water turbidity. A complete clean-up will take time, and the 
current priority is to contain waste remaining within the burst dam. Based on independent studies, 
the companies state the tailings are non-toxic, despite reports to the contrary. The environmental 
situation, depending partly on the cause of dam failure, is likely to have lasting and costly impacts. 
And it is clear that future environmental permits will become harder to obtain. 

 –  Safety of tailings dams: This incident has raised several questions about safety standards on 
tailings dams, and how these are checked and maintained. Samarco has an independent tailings 
committee that reviews data and construction plans four times per year, and latest reports did not 
appear to raise concerns. In the past month, the International Council of Metals and Minerals (ICMM), 
of which BHP Billiton is a member, announced a full review of global tailings management to consider 
standards, critical control strategies, governance and emergency preparedness. We have been 
discussing approaches to tailings management with other investee mining companies, to encourage 
consideration of potential gaps in their processes. 

 –  Governance: Samarco, rather than the joint venture partners, operated its own mines. This unusual 
governance structure has been called into question, as it is unclear whose standards the mine should 
operate under. However, Samarco had a good ESG track record relative to its country peers and 
appeared to be well-regarded within the local community – an attribute which may speed up the 
mine’s reopening given its economic importance in the region. 

Samarco may not be able to cover the costs of this incident by itself. As clean-up efforts continue, this 
will potentially pose costs, liabilities and/or loss of income for BHP Billiton and Vale, whose share prices 
have both suffered since the incident. Doubts are also being cast over BHP’s future dividends. There is 
a further risk for Vale that its other licences in Brazil may be revoked, frozen or put under review – not an 
issue for BHP as it does not have any other Brazilian operations. 

Engagement
Brazil dam failure:
Implications for investors
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Case study

The stocks mentioned above are for illustrative purposes only and not a recommendation to buy or sell.



We believe low-carbon portfolios should provide energy companies with better 
resilience to the shift of energy systems. Here we look at how investors can assess 
a company’s overall exposure to carbon risk. 

Fossil resources in a carbon constrained world
As carbon regulations strengthen and economies shift to low carbon models, energy companies are 
likely to see a proportion of their fossil fuel assets remain in the ground. Research suggests that “a third 
of oil reserves, half of gas reserves and over 80% of current coal reserves should remain unused from 
2010 to 2050 in order to meet the target of 2ºC”.

Regulatory and technology push for a new energy system
The focus on reducing carbon emissions has led to the introduction of carbon pricing mechanisms in 
some countries and regions. These mechanisms are likely to develop over time at local and national 
levels. Alongside environmental regulation, technological advances, such as electric vehicles, will have 
further impacts on fossil fuel demand. 

Cost and carbon pressures – economically or environmentally stranded?
The oil and gas industry has been under cost pressures since the beginning of the oil price crash in 2014. 
In the current oil price environment, and given the potential development of carbon pricing mechanisms, 
carbon intensive assets could come under even more economic pressure.

Citi believes that 40% of the current investment in oil would be stranded at oil prices below $75 barrel. 
Goldman Sachs found that deepwater, heavy oil, oil sands and liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) projects were 
the most likely to be stranded in a low oil price environment because they are so costly to extract.

In this context, we think the industry needs to reconcile carbon and cost-optimal drilling strategies. 
Indeed, high carbon content in portfolios could become a competitive disadvantage to energy companies.

Low carbon resilience and the gas shift
The response from companies to the shift to a low carbon world has been to claim that natural gas – 
a lower carbon fuel – should address the climate change issue. However, we question how proactive 
companies are in shifting their reserves towards future gas production. 

Beyond gas: a carbon intensity portfolio view gives a carbon risk factor
Analysis of the carbon content of a company’s upstream production mix should enable a better 
assessment of their exposure to carbon risk.

We have developed a carbon indicator to measure this risk: we have used estimates of carbon 
emissions from the three main stages of fossil fuels’ lifecycle – the extraction and refi ning stages plus 
the emissions from the burning of fossil fuels – to analyse our investee companies’ portfolios. We can 
use this life cycle carbon factor as an overall indicator of energy companies’ risk exposure to the carbon 
shift. We also suggest in our study that a carbon risk analysis should be run against a capital spending 
effi ciency analysis – reviewing capex per barrel produced vs. carbon content per barrel provides a better 
understanding of a company’s exposure to carbon risk.
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Solange Le Jeune
ESG Analyst 

“In the current oil price 
environment, and given the 
potential development of 
carbon pricing mechanisms, 
carbon intensive assets 
could come under even more 
economic pressure.”
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Special topic
Oil & Gas:
The carbon risk 



Of the major fossil fuels used to generate energy, coal emits the highest proportion of carbon dioxide 
when burned. The transition from coal-fi red power to lower-carbon and renewable energy is already 
underway in developed economies. 

Only a fraction of increased energy demand from large emerging economies will be met by thermal coal. 
Bolstered by the success of the Paris climate talks in December 2015, we believe these countries’ transition 
to low-carbon sources of energy will arrive more quickly than markets have anticipated. With thermal coal 
already suffering at the bottom of the commodity cycle, it is unlikely to recover. 

The ‘stranded asset’ debate has moved many analysts to think about the amount of potential 
‘unburnable’ carbon in the ground, but little has been done on a company and mine level. Companies 
producing thermal coal will now have to move faster to reposition their portfolios and reconsider how 
they allocate capital to costly, long-term coal projects. 

Shift in approach at the big miners
We have reviewed the top four global diversifi ed mining companies, assessing the proportion of coal in their 
portfolios, production costs, changing demand for coal in the key markets they serve, and any portfolio 
adjustments. In a very tight commodity environment, we have analysed which mines operate at a cash 
cost above breakeven, and assessed the amount of reserves held in the most expensive-to-operate mines. 

The four miners initially tackled the stranded assets debate quite cautiously. Now, their approach is more 
nuanced and solution-driven. Each has made some investment in cleaner coal and/or research into 
carbon capture, and most have been quietly exiting thermal coal. 

Domestic coal players… Cleaner coal will win 
It is important to also consider the key domestic markets and their key players. Their coal production 
is so directly linked to local demand, supply, and regulation that any small change – such as to carbon 
regulation – can have lasting effects. 

India – a wild card: India still has big growth potential for coal. It is set to reduce thermal coal imports in the 
next 2-3 years, which will favour domestic players, but increased carbon regulation will eventually limit that 
growth. Capital expenditure on solar energy is set to overtake that spent on coal by 2019, and India 
has targeted for renewable energy to account for 40% of electricity generation capacity by 2040.

China – hunger for cleaner coal: Coal currently accounts for 66% of China’s energy consumption. 
Demand will very soon be met by domestic companies, and that demand will start to fall as growth 
slows and climate change and anti-pollution drives become stricter. Domestic companies already 
investing in cleaner coal will benefi t in the short to medium term. 

US – diversify or export: The decline of the US coal market is broadly linked to the rise of cheaper 
shale, but new regulations on emissions from coal-fi red power plants have been the nail in the coffi n. 
Domestic coal companies are diversifying their portfolios or reaching for the export market. 

The better positioned companies will have: progressive and realistic attitudes to coal in their portfolios; 
understanding of local and regional carbon regulation; investment in cleaner coal strategies; and strict 
energy effi ciency measures. Investors should be questioning if the book value of coal assets is under threat – 
with debt levels high and coverage ratios trending down, some companies are in a poor position to weather 
further write-downs. Finally, investors should review and encourage longer-term incentives for management 
of mining companies – the average life of a coal mine is generally much longer than a CEO’s tenure.

Special topic
Thermal coal:
End of the road? 
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“Companies producing thermal 
coal will now have to move faster 
to reposition their portfolios and 
reconsider how they allocate 
capital to costly, long-term  
coal projects.”



Important information: The views and opinions contained herein are those of the Responsible Investing team, and do not necessarily represent Schroder Investment
Management North America Inc.’s house view. These views and opinions are subject to change. Companies/issuers/sectors mentioned are for illustrative purposes only and 
should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy/sell. This report is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The 
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any fi nancial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for accounting, 
legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but Schroder Investment Management North America 
Inc. (SIMNA) does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of facts obtained from third parties. Reliance should not be placed on the 
views and information in the document when taking individual investment and / or strategic decisions. The opinions stated in this document include some forecasted views. We believe 
that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions 
will be realized. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact obtained from third parties. While every effort has been made to produce a fair representation of performance, no 
representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of the information or ratings presented, and no responsibility or liability can be accepted for damage caused by use of or 
reliance on the information contained within this report. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Further information about Schroders can be found at www.schroders.com/
us.© Schroder Investment Management North America Inc. 875 Third Ave – 22nd Floor, New York, NY 10022 (212) 641-3800.
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To fi nd out more please visit

www.schroders.com/us
to access the full Quarterly Report.


